DOES ENERGY HARBOR
REALLY NEED A
$1.3 BILLION BAILOUT?
Why is Energy Harbor telling Ohioans it needs subsidies
while promising excess cash flow to its shareholders?
THE ISSUE:

$800M
The amount Energy Harbor
is returning in extra stock
buybacks, another term for the
company returning wealth to
its Wall Street stockholders.

+44%
Energy Harbor's free cash flow
coming out of bankruptcy,
compared to its peers.

$150M
The amount per year Energy
Harbor is set to start collecting
from Ohioans through a new
charge on their electric bills
created by H.B. 6.

Energy Harbor (EH) is the former FirstEnergy subsidiary set to
collect $150 million a year from Ohio customers thanks to H.B. 6
subsidies. EH says it needs Buckeye homes and businesses to pay for
its nuclear plants. But it refuses to disclose financial information to
prove need - and is paying out millions to its shareholders.

THE FACTS:
Feb. 27, 2020: Energy Harbor emerges from bankruptcy and reports to the
media and shareholders "unmatched financial stability," adding it is
"financially secure" with a "strong balance sheet."
May 10, 2020: EH reports H.B. 6 subsidies enable “Substantial EBITDA" (net
earnings) and “visible cash flows supported by clean air zero-emission
credits” (ZEC subsidies secured through H.B. 6).
EH appears to be profitable going forward, even without H.B. 6 subsidies, per
the company's EBITDA, Free Cash Flow and Gross Margin charts found in its
May 10, 2020 Financial Outlook slide deck.
H.B. 6 subsidies (ZECs) are only 11% of EH's projected gross margin,
suggesting these payments are just the cherry on top of its already healthy
financial position (EH 2020-2022 Financial Outlook, May 10, Slide 5).
EH has very low debt coming out of bankruptcy and is positioned far better
than its peers in terms of free cash flow (EH 2020-2022 Financial Outlook,
May 10, Slide 6).
EH reported its “Desire is to consistently return excess cash to shareholders”
and touted its ability to return “substantial free cash flow” to shareholders.
Should ratepayers be responsible for shareholder profit?
Ratepayer money is being returned to pay EH shareholders, not to benefit
Ohio. The company distributed to its shareholders an amount roughly equal to
the H.B. 6 subsidies the plants expect to receive.

THE BOTTOM LINE: REPEAL H.B. 6 SUBSIDIES
Energy Harbor is financially strong. Why does it need Ohio
ratepayers to bail it out? Repeal House Bill 6 power plant subsidies.

WHAT THEY'RE SAYING:
"The general consensus is they (Energy Harbor) don’t need the money. Energy Harbor produced less
financial information for a billion-dollar bailout than the average homeowner has to present to get a
loan on a mortgage for a home. It was incredible that we were just taking everybody at their word
that they needed the money, but there was absolutely no information or data to back it up."
- Ohio State Rep. David Leland
"H.B. 6 was largely based on a single premise – that the nuclear generating plants are enormous
financial liabilities and are at risk of imminent closure without a public bailout. Knowing what we
know now, these corporations have lost any benefit of the doubt. They owe it to the legislature and
the public to appear before the committees and provide a detailed financial accounting of their
operations." - Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost

DIG DEEPER:
FirstEnergy Solutions Successfully Completes Financial Restructuring, Emerges as Energy
Harbor | Energy Harbor | February 27, 2020
2020-2022 Financial Outlook | Energy Harbor | May 10, 2020
*Note: This slide deck was publicly available on the EH website, but put behind password protection after greater scrutiny
and the Ohio Attorney General's investigation surrounding the corrupt H.B. 6 process.

Image Source: EH 2020-2022 Financial Outlook Slide Presentation, May 10,2020 (Slide 3)
Slide 4: EH projects 2021 and 2022 Adjusted EBITDA of $585 million and $645 million,
respectively. Even if $150 million in subsidies are subtracted, the company will be quite
successful - so much so that they can give shareholders $800 million this year alone.
Slide 4: If $150 million is subtracted from the free cash flow projections for 2021 and 2022, EH
still has a healthy cash flow.
Slide 5: EH reported at least 44% higher free cash flow than its peers coming out of
bankruptcy.
Slide 6: EH has very low debt coming out of bankruptcy compared to its peers.

